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A stylistic suggestion:  Make the book look more like a mathematics textbook (which in many ways it is) than like a philosophical essay: 
• Provide a full table of contents, listing sections as well as chapters.  (I spent several hours with the book in the library a couple of years ago, but missed some of the sections I would have been most interested in.)
• Provide an index of notation; below are some items I particularly missed, and supplied in my own copy.


Significant Errata
33, line -6 	"s œ* r iff s œ* r, a contradiction"
33, line -2 	"By (1) no object is an element* of Ø*"  "(1)" s/b "(2)".
114, paragraph 3	Clarify that (R1) and (R2) are those from page 92, not 58.  (The reader may recently have seen the earlier usage while referring back to (Q1) and (Q2).)
115, line -3	Is "x ≤ y" an abbreviation for "x <| y v x = y"?
166, paragraph 2	I think more technical detail (e.g. set vs class, and some mention of successor) on this instance of the Burali-Forti paradox, and in particular the applicability of Cantor's theorems, is in order.  The reader has recently seen one version of successor fail to be one-one, so some scepticism is natural.
209, proposition (11)		The leading "$" s/b """.


Minor Errata 
69, line 17	"essential" s/b "essentially"
78, line -6	Delete second "this".
80, paragraph 2, second line:	The "as" in "as dissatisfied with Cantor's …supposed human power to create…" is jarring, in my opinion, since it seems to presuppose that the reader might have judged Frege's considered logicism worse than Cantor's naive psychologism.
92, line 14	Delete comma in "two-place, relations".
117, line -1	"Limitation of size has always been a central idea in Cantorian set theory".  "always" is perhaps defensible from Hallett's argument, but strikes me as needing either justification or tempering:  Could we ever be really sure that Cantor didn't entertain naive set theory briefly and privately early in his career?
140, line 14	"Parsons" s/b "Terence Parsons", since other occurrences are for Charles.
156 proposition (8)		The kerning is too wide in "" y"
159, line -1	"them" s/b "him" or "her" or "him or her".
220 Table E	The line-break after "F4 =" is unfortunate.  More recap of notation (at least "–") would be helpful.
230 note 31	“ ‘isms ” s/b “ ’isms ” 
243	"664-57" (under "Corcoran") should presumably be "-757"

Index Omissions
<x>	116
$k 	128
- 	70
<| 	114
< 	93
≤ 	94
≈ (mutual interpretability) 	74 (The overloading of this symbol is unfortunate in my opinion.)

B 	74,196, 200
concepts, floating 	105, 121
definition, reformist 	80n
FB 	196, 200, 208
flounder, magic 	190 (not entirely a joke; analogies are particularly memorable when trying to re-find a passage)
inductive  	58; — up to x, 111
inductible 	111
P 	70–1
predicative 	40 (with emphasis)
predicative, simple	add 141
Q1–7 	56
R1-7 58
R1-2	92
RE 	68
segment, strict	116
superduperexponentiation 	64, 138
very good 181–2
Wilkie, Alex	add 107  (Wilkie also needs bibliography entry for pages 60 & 103)


I'd also suggest having a look at Professor Feferman's slides for chapter 2, which I found quite helpful.
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